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Introduction
Most probable and unbiased estimation by imposing the condition of least sum of square error was first developed by Gauss. This concept of least square technique has been widely used in branches of science and engineering dealing with precise measurements. One of the disciplines, which demand frequent application of 'least square estimation' or 'least square adjustment', is geodetic measurement and analysis. There were studies of both theory and application based on different approaches to derive principal strain from displacement data.
In this report, we summarize a direct and slightly different calculation procedure to attain the most probable and unbiased estimates of strain tensor, principal strain, and rotation for given triangular network measurement. Unlike conventional procedure, in which strain tensor and rotation angle are simultaneously determined (Hamdy 2004; Pietrantonio and Riguzzi, 2004) , we use two step procedures -first calculate deformation tensor and then calculate other observables accordingly.
Often one may prefer smaller-spacing network to attain strain pattern in the given area for better resolution. However, we assure that the network triangle size must be taken properly with care. This is due to abrupt increase of uncer-tainty in those estimates with decrease of triangle size. Therefore proper size network should be chosen with error assessment. We applied our procedure to the co-seismic GPS displacement in South Korea due to the 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake (M = 9.0) and attained the estimate of associated strain field and related.
Gauss-Markov Observation Equation:
Brief Review
Method of observation equation for linear model is briefly summarized below. More description on the least square estimation technique is given in Appendix. There are standard materials about the Gauss-Markov observation equation (see for example, Schaffrin (1999) , Uotila (1986) , Mikhail and Ackermann (1976) ). Write the linear model of observation and parameters as (1) where y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , ... y n are observations with errors as e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , ... e n , and x 1 , x 2 , ... x m are the parameters to be determined (n > m). This model can be expressed as or Y = AX + ε. The variance-covariance matrix for observed quantities is denoted as where and . Forward and inverse relations between Σ y and Σ x are given as
. By minimizing the weighted sum of square
ε, the best unbiased estimate of X is found as .
Strain Estimation from Displacement of Triangular Array
There have been various studies about both methodology and application of the strain estimation from displacement data (Pietrantonio and Riguzzi, 2004 and references cited therein, Hamdy, 2004) . Both Pietrantonio & Riguzzi (2004) and Hamdy (2004) expressed the strain tensor and rotation angle in one observation equation so that they would be determined simultaneously. However, we suggest another procedure, which is composed of two step calculations. Given the 2-dim displacement vector measurements at three stations ( Fig. 1) , we firstly acquire the most probable and unbiased estimate of strain tensor by using the least square technique, and then, estimate principal strain, rotation angle as following step. In Fig. 1 , three 2-dim displacement vectors denoted as (u i , v i ) are represented as arrows, while the locations of three stations are denoted as (x i , y i ) for i = 1, 2 and 3. The center of the triangle is denoted as (x c , y c ), and the relative locations of each station with respect to the center are denoted as (Δx i , Δy i ).
Write the displacement field as (u, v) , then with neglecting the second and higher order terms we can express three sets of (u i , v i ) as follows (Love, 1927) .
We rewrite these relations as the observation equation as the following.
(3) Fig. 1 . Two dimensional displacement vectors measured at three stations.
The most probable and unbiased estimate of the four parameters; , and can readily be acquired as least square error solution. The four parameters compose deformation tensor. Given the variance-covariance Σ y for observation, the variance-covariance of these parameters Σ x can be acquired by using the relation;
, while Eq. (3) is expressed as .
The strain tensor and principal strain are acquired accordingly, once the four deformation rates are known. The strain tensor can be written as
The deformation tensor D ij can be separated into symmetric part -strain tensor E ij and antisymmetric part -rotation tensor O ij , i.e., D ij = E ij + O ij , and matrix representation of this relation can be written as follows.
The nonvanishing component of the rotation tensor; O 12 corresponds to the rotational angle in counterclockwise sense (small rotation of the whole region involved). Dilatation, which is the expansion rate, can be expressed as .
The definition of principal strain is that the strain is parallel to displacement along the principal direction, which can be written as , which is mathematically equivalent (Hamdy, 2004) . The two step procedure of this study has been found to yield at least one more effective digits for observables. The robustness came from isolation of rotation angle from the first step of estimation and also from stability of direct estimation of rotation angle through considering sine and cosine of argument.
Coseismic Deformation of South Korea due to the 2011 Tohoku-Oki Earthquake
In March 11 of the year 2011, an extremely large and devastating earthquake occurred in Japan. Its magnitude was known to be 9.0, and therefore its energy roughly amounts to 2.0 × 10 18 joule or explosion of TNT 480 mega ton (Gutenberg and Richter, 1956) . Coseismic displacements of a few meters were observed in Japan near the focus. In Fig. 2 , the coseismic displacement of Korea measured by 73 GPS stations are illustrated (Baek, 2012) , values of the two components and others are also given in Table 1 for convenient use in future. All the stations were found to have undergone Eastward displacement. Largest displacement of 5.38 cm was found at DOKD station, while smallest displacement of 1.05 cm was found at MARA station.
∂u/∂x, ∂u/∂y, ∂v/∂x ∂v/∂y Fig. 2 . GPS coseismic displacement of Korea due to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake.
To see the most representative amount of principal strain, least square solution for the largest triangle was acquired; +64.42 and −6.25 nanostrain along the directions of 13.89 and −76.11 degrees with respect to the East (Fig. 3) . The value of dilatation for this single largest triangle was found as Δ = E 11 + E 22 = 58.2 nanostrain. Therefore, South Korea, as a whole, was slightly elongated in roughly the East-West direction and was very slightly compressed in North-South Fig. 3 . Principal strain estimated for coseismic displacements due to the Tohoku earthquake at the largest triangular GPS station array in Korea.
direction due to the earthquake. The value of rotation was found as O = −1.23 × 10 −8 (rad), so that South Korea was slightly rotated in clockwise direction. The principal strain, dilatation, and rotation for 8 triangle network were estimated accordingly and are illustrated (Fig.  4) . Their values are given in Table 2 (b). A little detail of estimates for this network is given as the following. Since the epicenter of the earthquake is located at far East from Korea, not only the displacement but also the strain was large in the Eastern part of Korea. Both the displacement and strain varied almost inversely proportional to the distance from the epicenter. The value of elongation principal strain E 11 was largest at the Northeastern region and smallest at the Southwestern region, and varied from 84.7 to 21.4 nanostrain (from East to West). Likewise, the value of compression principal strain E 22 was largest at the Northeastern region and smallest at the Southwestern region, and varied from −21.1 to −7.1 nanostrain (from East to West). Rotation angles estimated for each triangular arrays were all small and counterclockwise, and varied from 2.33 × 10 −9 to 6.52 × 10 −10
(unit: radian). Rotation was largest at the East lower region and smallest at Kyunggi-Choongnam region.
As the size of each triangular array become smaller, the acquired principal strain better show localized pattern in the whole principal strain. The finer the network becomes, the more details of the localized pattern could be known. However, care should be taken in choosing the triangular network size and configuration, because calculation instability also grows larger for smaller network. To see this, we go back to the observation equation (Eq. 3). The elements of A matrix of Eq. (3) (in the form of Y = AX + ε) are Δx i and Δy i , which are proportional to the size of each triangular array in the network. Evidently the variance-covariance matrix of deformation tensor estimate will become larger for smaller network, according to the law of error propagation. One may expect the variance be inversely proportional to the square of the dimension, i.e., to the area.
The variance-covariance matrix of the deformation tensor
were calculated for the three cases of 1, 8 and 59 triangle networks, and their r.m.s values were found as 0.077, 0.91 and 18 nanostrain respectively. Therefore the least square solution for the 59 triangle network is prone to contain large amount of error (same order of strain estimate itself), while the estimate for 1 or 8 triangle network is either quite stable or acceptable. In Table 2 (a)~(c), r.m.s. values of error in the estimate of deformation tensor for each triangles are given together with principal strain, dilatation and rotation for the three kinds of triangular net- Fig. 4 . Principal strain, dilatation, and rotation estimated for coseismic displacements due to the Tohoku earthquake at 8 large triangle GPS station network in Korea; (a) principal strain, (b) dilatation, and (c) rotation.
works.
In Fig. 5 (a)~(c), the principal strain, dilatation, and rotation estimated for the 59 triangular networks are illustrated. The value of principal strain varies more or less in the same range, however, the principal direction show large fluctuation at regions. This complicated feature possibly reflects locally different direction of principal strain, but also possibly was misled by erroneous estimation due to too small size of each network triangles. Likewise estimated dilatation and rotation show various features over the all part of the Korean peninsula, but not all of these features can be taken as real. We found the same type erroneous estimation (worse than ours Table 2 . (a)-(c) Triangular network configurations and the estimates of principal strain, dilatation, rotation, and standard deviation of deformation tensor (a-c: three kinds networks of 1, 8, and 59 triangles each). Principal strain, dilatation, standard deviation are dimensionless and given in nanoscale. Negative values of strain refer to compression. Principal direction is denoted by counterclockwise angle from the East (in parenthesis). The value of rotation is given as counterclockwise angle in radian. Only some parts of content are shown for Sung-Ho Na, Tae Woong Chung, Byung-Kyu Choi, and Sung-Moon Yoo for the 59 triangular networks) in a pre-published report, and such has been one of our motives to write this article. Prior to describe the general least square error estimation with Gauss-Markov model, two simple examples for least square error estimation are considered. The first one is 'simple arithmetic mean'. Suppose we are to measure the weight of a coin using a scale. In case we make just one measurement and acquire m 1 as a result, then it would be the value we can take. If we measure twice and acquire m 1 and m 2 , then normally we choose the value as m 0 = (m 1 + m 2 )/2 , which is simple arithmetic mean. If we write the each differences of the two measurements from the mean value m as e 1 = m 1 − m and e 2 = m 2 − m. Write the sum of the squares of two errors as S = e 1 2 + e 2 2 , we find the sum S becomes minimum for m = (m 1 + m 2 )/2 = m 0 . Extension to multiple measurements is obvious, and we similarly find the corresponding arithmetic mean m = (m 1 + m 2 + m 3 +L+ m n )/n as least square error estimate of the coin's weight.
As second example, consider a set of two dimensional data; (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 1 ), (x 3 , y 3 ), L, (x n , y n ). Assuming an elongated distribution of the data in x-y plane, we seek a line; y = ax + b, which somehow well fits the distributed data on the plane (Fig. 2) . Write the difference between each data point and the fit line in y-direction as e i ; that is . Then we can define the sum of square error as To determine the two coefficients a and b, we impose conditions as = 0 and = 0, which are written as follows.
After rearranging terms, we can rewrite the two conditions in matrix form as
Invert this relation and then we find values of a and b of desired fit line.
Method of observation equation for linear model can be summarized as below. Suppose we have redundancy in observation, i.e., more observations than parameters to be determined. Write the linear model as where y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , L y n are observations with each errors as e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , L e n , and x 1 , x 2 , L x m are the parameters to be 
AX.
Take the partial derivative of the sum S with respect to the parameters X, then claim it to vanish for as follows. and then claim it to be zero).
We can deduce the same result as above for the two examples by using Gauss-Markov formulation. Suppose the weight of a coin is determined by the n-times repeated measurements. Then observation equation can be written as Y). The simple arithmetic mean is readily found as = (m 1 + m 2 + L + m n )/n by assuming equal and uncorrelated measurements. Likewise, linear regression of two dimensional data can be done by using observation equation as follows. To draw a line (y = ax + b) for a given set of two dimensional data; (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 3 , y 3 ),L, (x n , y n ), we can write observation equation as Then estimate of by assuming equal and uncorrelated data leads to the same result. 
